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APPLICATION: MOST INNOVATIVE CAMPAIGN  
 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Jurisdiction Name Solano County Public Health 

Contact Name Robin Cox 

Contact Title Senior Health Services Manager 

Contact E-Mail Address rccox@solanocounty.com 

Contact Phone Number (707) 784-8611 

Alternate Contact Wendy Loomas 

Alternate Contact 
Phone Number 

(707) 784-8274 

Jurisdiction size (Please check one): 
� Large (Population exceeds 700,000) 
X     Medium (Population less than 700,000; more than 200,000) 
� Small (Population less than 200,000; more than 50,000) 
� Very Small (Population less than 50,000) 

 
 

ABOUT THE COMMUNICATIONS CAMPAIGN 

Name Of Communications Campaign VibeSolano;  Take Charge of Your Health 

Brief Campaign Overview  
(200 Words Or Less) 

Solano Public Health’s, Health Promotion and Community 
Wellness Bureau launched our new VibeSolano.com website 
and related media and social media campaigns in an effort to 
better engage in dialogs with our community.  We needed a 
non-bureaucratic, and friendly facing campaign that creates an 
easy way for residents to inform our work,  partner to improve 
community health, and find quick access to services, programs, 
and resources across Solano’s diverse neighborhoods.  As part 
of the launch, staff worked with Comcast to design an earned 
media :30 second “cutting edge” spot that encourages 
residents to “take charge of their health” and spoofs the 
plethora of pharmaceutical ads on TV.  Our message offers 
individuals an alternative to thinking that pills and 
pharmaceuticals are the only answer, but instead to think 
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about eating more fruits and vegetables, getting more physical 
activity, more water, “for the side-effects you  REALLY want” 
like more energy, more vitality, and lower blood pressure.   
The overall intent of the VibeSolano campaign is to create a 
space for place-based, community-based strategies focused on 
policy change, and changing environments and systems to 
improve equity and to strengthen the resilience of our 
communities.  To see our campaigns, visit 
www.VibeSolano.com and https://youtu.be/RGweAkdPPz4. 
 

Campaign Start Date 12/1/15 

Campaign End Date  Still ongoing 

 
 

 

 

 

CAMPAIGN PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION 

What is the purpose of this campaign? Does it address an underlying community need? Please 
describe why the campaign was developed. You are encouraged to submit evidence of need (e.g., 
local news stories, internal reports, testimonials, data, community health assessments) as an 
addendum to this form.  
The purpose of the VibeSolano.com webpage and related campaign is to have an interactive, non-
bureaucratic looking and feeling, mechanism to truly engage residents in Solano County’s incredibly 
diverse communities.  The campaign was developed to fundamentally shift thinking toward how 
community members can own and improve their environments and can take control of their health 
instead of giving their power away.  The new website was deemed critical as a result of our Health 
Promotion & Community Wellness Bureau’s pages being quite buried in the www.solanocounty.com 
webpage, which was: 1) very difficult to find and access; 2) very bureaucratic looking; and 3) not at all 
interactive.  Our County is one of the most ethnically diverse in the nation, with each of the major ethnic 
groups comprising over 10% each of the population:  16% African-American; 18% Asian; 26% 
Hispanic/Latino.   In addition, the Take Charge of Your Health :30 second infomercial was developed as a 
way to introduce the campaign and website to our diverse populations and to provide some upstream 
counter-advertising to big pharmacy’s abundance of medication commercials airing on television.  We 
are seeking collective action to improve population health!   
 
To see the website and “Take Charge of your Health Campaign,” visit www.VibeSolano.com and 
https://youtu.be/RGweAkdPPz4.  Also attached are local news stories, local data, and a local  
community health assessment.  
 
 
Does your campaign address an issue related to health equity? How?  

http://www.vibesolano.com/
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__youtu.be_RGweAkdPPz4&d=DQMFaQ&c=e71KFwQiz1Uq9SWN1ahPySYgwkr698SChpwjtuH1HMQ&r=nLWfudFOFuHriCH3ZLf3d_KVybFkhNcx5isP21BrHTM&m=4s1keS5DAh-eQ4U1OdLJTDRusMECSLAt2iLmptDbhss&s=NEhpgnIi7bqa-mC7MYZTK2qEbfaQYdKlnGiw8FZYyZs&e=
http://www.solanocounty.com/
http://www.vibesolano.com/
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__youtu.be_RGweAkdPPz4&d=DQMFaQ&c=e71KFwQiz1Uq9SWN1ahPySYgwkr698SChpwjtuH1HMQ&r=nLWfudFOFuHriCH3ZLf3d_KVybFkhNcx5isP21BrHTM&m=4s1keS5DAh-eQ4U1OdLJTDRusMECSLAt2iLmptDbhss&s=NEhpgnIi7bqa-mC7MYZTK2qEbfaQYdKlnGiw8FZYyZs&e=
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Yes, VibeSolano addresses many issues related to health equity.  We have multiple pages dedicated to 
highlighting issues related to access to free, clean drinking water, access to fresh fruits and vegetables, 
access to tobacco free environments, and the importance of taking charge of one’s health.  We discuss 
social determinants of health and how our environments, access/lack of access contribute to poor 
health outcomes and very inequitable outcomes. While not completed constructed, we are working on 
pages to address how access to health across all groups contributes to a healthy economy, and how 
healthy people foster healthy economies.  
 
 
What population was this campaign targeted to reach? How did you plan to reach them?   
One challenging aspect to VibeSolano is that it is targeted to reach multiple populations, because the 
roles of the Health Promotion & Community Wellness Bureau extend from injury prevention for infants 
and toddlers through chronic disease self-management programs and senior falls prevention programs 
for older adults.  With the help of Full Court Press (subcontractor) and Edge Productions (subcontractor 
who did the initial design of VibeSolano) we are conducting targeted sub-campaigns to teens 12-19 
using digital banner ads, to seniors with print ads, television messages to women age24-60+, children 6-
11 and their parents, and to partner agencies/adults and teens using social media and VibeSolano.com. 
 
 
Could this campaign be replicated or transferred to other jurisdictions? Please explain.  
Yes; many of the campaign spots are pre-approved ads free or low-cost from the archives of CDC or the 
California Department of Public Health’s Tobacco Control Program which have been re-tagged with 
permission.  The main innovations are:  a) how the parts are woven together; b) the launch of a website 
that is truly interactive involving both “push” and “pull” social media to truly engage community 
residents; and 3) the locally produced “Take Charge of Your Health,” spot with Comcast production 
team.  Since our jurisdiction is so diverse, and because we are using largely low cost, and pre-tested 
messages, this campaign can be replicated.    
 
 
What partners did you work with in planning and implementing this campaign?  
Edge Productions; Carino Studios; Full Court Press; Comcast; Solano Tobacco Education Coalition’s, 
Chronic Disease Prevention Subcommittee/ Leadership Team; Greater Vallejo Recreation District, City of 
Suisun City; City of Fairfield; Fighting Back Partnership, Vallejo.  We pre-tested a number of the 
messages with members of our community, including those seeking health and social services in our 
Employment and Eligibility section and public health primary care clinic waiting rooms.  
 
 
To what extent does the campaign leverage existing resources without creating new costs? 
The campaign is using quite a few pre-approved, free or low-cost spots from the CDC or the California 
Tobacco Control Program, which are re-tagged with permission.  The “Take Charge of Your Health” spot 
to promote this concept and drive traffic to VibeSolano was earned media from Comcast as a result of 
buying air time to for media messages related to preventing chronic diseases.  
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OUTCOMES 
Did you test or evaluate your campaign?  If so, how?  
We are still in the process of testing the campaign overall and its pieces.  We are tracking the click 
through rates on the digital banners; tracking the number of website hits, new Facebook “likes,” Twitter 
tweets, and overall usage of VibeSolano.com.   
 
 
What were the outcomes of this campaign? To what extent were your objectives achieved?  
We are still in the process of the campaign and do not have final outcomes yet.  We can say so far that 
the digital banner message click through rate with teens has been higher than typically experienced with 
most businesses.    
 
 
To what extent does the campaign shift thinking about health from individual medical care to 
community / public health / equity issues?  
Probably 80-90% of the messages are designed to think about health from a community, environment, 
public health and equity lens.  The remaining 10-20% of the campaign is a “cutting edge” effort to rather 
spoof “big pharmacy’s” plethora of advertising on TV and to offer individuals an alternative to thinking 
that pills and pharmaceuticals are the only answer, but rather, to think about getting more fruits and 
vegetables, more physical activity, more water, “for the side-effects you  REALLY want” like more 
energy, more vitality, and lower blood pressure.   The overall intent of the VibeSolano campaign is to 
create a space for place-based, community-based strategies focused on policy change, and changing 
environments and systems to improve equity and to strengthen the resilience of communities.  
 
 
 
To what extent were earned media articles, letters to the editor, and op-eds published about this 
project? 
There have been multiple earned media opportunities so far related to VibeSolano.com and our sub-
campaigns.  One type were several print news stories about Solano Public Health launching our 
VibeSolano website and campaign (see attached).  The second was a match by KUIC/Coast Radio 95.3 
FM matching our spots with earned media.  The third was additional significant earned media that 
Comcast donated in the form of producing a free :30 second infomercial about VibeSolano.com.  
https://youtu.be/RGweAkdPPz4. As mentioned above, we used this opportunity to counter some of “big 
pharmacy’s” abundant ads on TV and instead promote non-pharmaceutical interventions in a respectful, 
yet perhaps funny, way to direct people to the side effects they REALLY want, such as losing weight, 
lowering their blood pressure, having fun, and having a better quality of life by taking charge of their 
ability to improve their lives through physical activity, eating more fruits and vegetables, and drinking 
more water instead of sugary beverages.  This message “directs traffic” to VibeSolano to engage 
residents to share with us and each other how they are making differences in their lives, environments, 
and community.  
 
 
To what extent does the campaign inform and lead to personal and collective action to improve 
population health? 

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__youtu.be_RGweAkdPPz4&d=DQMFaQ&c=e71KFwQiz1Uq9SWN1ahPySYgwkr698SChpwjtuH1HMQ&r=nLWfudFOFuHriCH3ZLf3d_KVybFkhNcx5isP21BrHTM&m=4s1keS5DAh-eQ4U1OdLJTDRusMECSLAt2iLmptDbhss&s=NEhpgnIi7bqa-mC7MYZTK2qEbfaQYdKlnGiw8FZYyZs&e=
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The whole purpose of the VibeSolano campaign is to generate personal and collective action to improve 
population health.  This is done through policy, systems, and environmental approaches, as well as 
working to inspire individual decisions to “take charge of your health.”   
 
 
How have you used what you have learned from this experience? How will use what you have learned 
to improve your next communications campaign? 
We are still learning from our experience.  We have learned that it is difficult to significantly increase our 
hits to the new website, despite our paid and earned campaign messages.  Public Health sites do not 
have the “built in” essential perceptions of the need to follow them compared, for example, to a local 
police department whose jurisdiction is very aware of crime and wants to follow the police 
department’s action.  We are working hard to link with partners, to “like” our pages, searching out 
accurate and credible sources such as CDC, CDPH, Prevention Institute, ChangeLab Solutions, etc.  We 
will use all of our lessons learned to improve our next communications campaigns.  We embrace a 
continuous quality improvement philosophy, and are tweaking our plans as we speak!     
 
 
 

 

INNOVATION 

How were youth, disadvantaged populations, and other groups at high risk included in the 
development and public voice of the campaign? 
For this campaign, we have done some work testing logos, messages, and ideas with clients of Health 
and Social Services, which include youth and disadvantaged populations, as well as our partners.  We 
continually strive to do more and better including youth, disadvantaged populations, and high risk 
individuals and families into our campaign.  The main purpose of launching VibeSolano.com was to 
connect genuinely with our communities through venues that they use.  Our County website is not 
interactive and is very bureaucratic looking and feeling.  We wanted to respond to the feedback that 
people have trouble navigating that site, by creating a site that is much easier to find and access, yet full 
of accurate and credible public health information.  In addition, the County is largely not open to people 
posting comments and information on its site; nor does the County as a whole have a Facebook 
presence that encourages resident comments.  It is critical for authentic community involvement to 
have both “push” out messages AND “pull” in messages from the community in order to create dialog.  
By obtaining our own URL, we are able to still link to the County, and be highly accountable, but also 
respectfully challenge the notion that it is ok to only “push” messages out to folks (such as during 
emergencies).  Our Health Promotion & Community Wellness work needs to be infused with the input 
and voices of the public to inform and direct our work and partnerships with our communities.     
 
 
 
Were social media, mobile phones, and other technology utilized in the campaign? 
Yes; we launched a Bureau Facebook page, Twitter, and are working on Instagram.  We are using digital 
banner messages to reach teens 12-19 on their mobile phones and electronic devices.  
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Can we share this application with other local health officials who are interested in communications 
best practices?  
Absolutely, yes!  
 
 
 
Please email your completed application by Friday, May 27, 2016 to: 
Kat DeBurgh, Executive Director 
Health Officers Association of California  
deburgh@calhealthofficers.org 
(916) 441-7405  
 
 
 

mailto:deburgh@calhealthofficers.org

